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The Life and Times of Liza and Slightly Soiled

In the summer of 1998, a Adjective Brienne met a chubby, Adjective Michael during a community

theatre production of Peter Pan. The flirting was awkward, and Adjective so they remained

Noun friends'; until the fateful summer of 1999: Michael asked Brie to be his main squeeze at the most

Adjective CVS he could find in Worcester.

The Noun of freshman year at Wachusett High School was tumultuous - the couple split in October just

before the homecoming dance. They came with respective dates, but somehow ended up Verb ending in ing

the night away together. According to Michael, this night, October 16th, is when he Past tense verb in love

with her.

They broke up that December. They had never kissed. Brienne was a Noun .

They



Adverb kissed in 2001 at a cast party, they Verb out a few times, but still no dice.

JUNIOR YEAR - HERE WE GO. Singing, acting, Verb ending in ing together - these two couldn't get

enough of each other. Finally, at the Adjective and enchanting Madrigal Dinner, Michael asked Brie

Number more time to be his lady love, and thus marked the beginning of their coupledom on 2/2/02.

Annoying first-love bliss... yadda yadda yadda...

OH SNAP. COLLEGE. Brie goes to NYU, Michael goes off to SUNY Oneonta. They took long bus rides to see

each other, stayed overnight in Plural noun Brie got sick with Noun but they were still going

strong. Michael decided to Verb to Berklee in Boston, and Brie soon after transferred to Tufts. They

were so close! They baked Noun held hands, sang songs, and they still weren't sick of each other.



SUMMER '06: Brie and Michael's group of friends became the Cowtippahs, with the purpose Verb

SENIOR YEAR OF COLLEGE: Michael attends Brie's senior concert where she sings the Noun

After college, Michael went to Verb in New York while Brie Verb in Boston for an entire year.

They visited each other every other Noun all the while extremely Adjective because they were

missing each other oh so horribly. In the spring of 2009, Michael returned! The two lovers moved into a weird

Noun in Brighton that smelled like Noun remaining there for a year before moving to their

current house in Newton, where the bunnies and Plural noun live.



They have now traveled all over the country together, from Location to Location and beyond.

They throw ridiculously festive house parties for their favorite occasions such as the Noun Hot Dog

Eating Noun and Glee season premiers. They are truly the most Adjective couple we all know.

In November of 2010, the day before Thanksgiving, Michael lured Brienne onto the footbridge in the Boston

Public Gardens, surrounded by the surprisingly stunning red, yellow, and orange of fall foliage. He got down on

one knee, said something beautiful and Adjective and asked for Brie's hand in marriage. Through

Noun she (duh) said yes.

And that is the story of how Brienne became Michael's ex-girlfriend, his brilliant fiancee, and finally, his

beautiful bride-to-be.
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